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Automatic Data Export
Data can be automatically exported from Outpost Central using several methods including FTP, email, dropbox and REST. The FTP,
email and dropbox exports are sometimes referred to as "push" exports because the Outpost Central server pushes the data out on
a pre-defined schedule. The REST interface is a sometimes referred to as a "pull" interface as the data is requested from the
Outpost Central database from a 3rd party system.
 
Any Input attached to a Site in the Outpost Central system can be exported, including hardware "system" inputs such as battery
and signal data. Exports can be grouped by sub-clients or by groups.
 
Exports are typically setup to send 24-hours worth of data from all sites in a group or client, once per day.
 
"Push" exports send a file in "CSV" (Comma-separated Values) format, and the REST interface exports data in XML format.

Push Exports Summary
1. Export CSV data to any nominated FTP server on a schedule
2. Export CSV data to a drop-box on a schedule
3. Export CSV data to a nominated email address on a schedule
 
Push exports can be setup and maintained using the website Data Export Tab.

REST Export Summary
The REST interface allows developers to pull data straight out of the database using very simple function calls - this is a standard
web-programming approach.
 
 
Notes:

Exports cannot currently by grouped by custom field reference.

Dropbox support is currently limited to dropbox provided by www.dropbox.com

Custom exports setups can be created, fox example XML on FTP. Please contact support@outpostcentral.com

What’s Next?
See if you can get the export you need from the Website Data Export page, otherwise consider a REST development or custom
export request.

 

http://outpost.helpdocsonline.com#website-data-export
http://outpost.helpdocsonline.com#rest-interface
http://outpost.helpdocsonline.com#rest-interface
http://outpost.helpdocsonline.com#website-data-export
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Website Data Export

The Export tab allows the setup and maintenance of data export via FTP, email or dropbox to specified destination FTP servers,
email addresses or dropboxes.

Here’s How:
To add a new data export:

Click on the data export tab. Click on the button "Add New Export".1.

The Data Export Creation window opens2.
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Export Enabled1.
Export Name2.
Date-Time Format3.
Transport Type4.
FTP Address5.
FTP Username6.
FTP Password7.
SLL on FTP8.
Export Type9.
Include Sub-clients10.
Export Format11.
Export Layout12.
Days to Export13.
Export Label Format14.
Optional Export Header15.
Export Order16.
Export Optional File Split17.
Export File Name18.
Input Filters: Logging Frequency19.
Input Filters: Sensor Position20.
Input Filters: SCADA Tag ID21.
Input Filters: Battery Inputs22.
Input Filters: Signal Inputs23.
Data Filters: Aggregation24.

 
Notes:

 
 

 
 

What’s Next?
Try creating a data export setup and see if it gives you the data output you need.
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REST Interface
The Outpost Central REST API allows Outpost customers with Adminstrator credentials to fetch and change information in
the Outpost Central.com platform. Data can be fetched from arbitrary groups of Outpost Sites over arbitrary time periods,
and settings such configuration of your loggers and sites can be changed.
 
The OutpostCentral API uses RESTful principles where each resource has a unique URI and HTTP verbs are used to specify
the action to perform on that resource.
 

 Please ask support@outpostcentral.com for the latest REST API documentation
 
 

← Back Next →

http://outpost.helpdocsonline.com#automatic-data-export
http://outpost.helpdocsonline.com#example-video-page
http://outpost.helpdocsonline.com#example-video-page
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Developer Guidelines
There a number of issues for developers to consider when using data exported from the Outpost Central platform. Here is a list of
important considerations.

Number of Data Points in the Export
The number of data points contained in a particular time period of data for a particular input of a particular site can vary according
to several factors, so it is important to build tolerance into the data processing to allow for this:

An Outpost hardware administrator may change an input logging frequency. For example, an administrator may adjust the1.
logging frequency from a typical 15 min sample period to a 5min minute sample period. The change-over from 96 reads per
24-hour period (15 min logging) to 288 reads per 24-hour period will happen at the next time that hardware device checks
into Outpost Central. This checkin time will most likely not align with the data export time period, resulting in change in
number of data points part-way through an export.
The user may magnet activate a Wasp or Cobra logger that provides source data to the Site input being exported, and the2.
magnet activation normally forces an immediate sample on all channels for local site testing purposes, which will result in an
extra data-point per input for each instance of a magnet activation.
If an Outpost is "powered up" from transport mode or "power down" or off, logging on that hardware may commence or may3.
cease part-way through an export period on the day of the power transition.
Very occasionally a device may experience a gap in data due to technical issues which can result in less than the expected4.
number of data points in each input.

Time Alignment
Raw data points logged by Outpost hardware are normally time aligned to the nearest logical time boundary. For example 15-
minute logging should have raw data logged at hh:mm:ss
 
15-min Logging Time Alignment example:
00:00:00
00:15:00
00:30:00
00:45:00
 
However, there are a number of reasons why time alignment cannot be guaranteed, and may drift by a few seconds occasionally,
so it is important to build in a  tolerance to time drift into the data processing. Time offsets can be caused by:

The onboard real-time clock (RTC) on the Outpost hardware drifts by a few seconds every day and it automatically1.
synchronised on each connection to Outpost Central. This synchronisation can result in a few seconds of time offset affecting
the data point nearest in time to the time of the connection to the server
Similarly to the above, if Cellular Network Time Synchronisation is used (NITZ) the time correction can result in a few seconds2.
of time offset to a data point occasionally
Hardware processing limitations. The older EVO series Outposts typically take several seconds per input to sample, so if 2 or3.
more inputs are configured to log at the same time then the additional inputs will be offset by several seconds after the
previous inputs timestamp.
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Export Back Period
For push data exports on FTP, email or dropbox, the date range of data exported each day is typically for the previous 24-hours, but
can be adjusted using the "Days in Export" field in the Website Data Export.  For pull exports via the REST interface the date range
is data pulled can be dynamic as requested through the REST interface.
 
It is important to consider that occasionally an Outpost Wasp device may be delayed by 1 or more days before it can make a
successful connection to Outpost Central. This delay can happen in the event of a cellular network outage or if an Outpost device is
on the edge of signal coverage where it may suffer a degredation in signal for example by rain fade. 
 
If an Outpost device is delayed by 1 or more days and the date range of data exported each day is set to 1 day, then there will be a
gap in the data exported by of 1 or more days depending on the number of days of delay before the Outpost comes back in.
 
The resulting gap in export data can be avoided by causing the number of days exported on each days export cycle to be set
higher using the "Days in Export" field.  If for example the previous 7 days worth of data is exported every day, then the system
can tolerate a delay of 7 days in Outpost checkin before a datagap will occur.
 
For the REST interface the developer can optionally make the import dynamic by checking the date-time of the last successfully
imported data point and successively requesting for data back to that time. However it may be less costly and more simple to
simply request a fixed back period in the same manner as the "Days in Export" field of the push interface.
 
 
Notes:

 

What’s Next?
Once you've built your export interface, use a test Outpost to force a delay in the data as well as extra data points using magnet
activations and or changing logging frequencies, to ensure it has tolerance to cope with upload delays and extra data points.
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